


“You are the sum total of everything 
you've ever seen, heard, eaten, smelled, 

been told, forgot - it's all there.”

 - Maya Angelou



What is Organic Evolution?

Each of us has had a unique sequence 
of events that has brought us to this 
point in our lives. 

For many of us it's been some 
combination of marriage, career, and 
motherhood. Before that we were 
someone's daughter. Someone's 
student. And perhaps someone's 
caretaker. Or someone's teacher.

Each role has shaped us into the 
women we are today.

Yet how many of us can answer the 
question... WHO AM I? 



Our lives seem to be defined by the 
people we serve.

But after we've climbed the corporate 
ladder and sent the kids off to college; 
after the house, the cars, the volunteer 
work, the lawn work, and the Pinterest-
perfect meals and wardrobe – when 
we finally find ourselves alone with just 
our thoughts – why does it feel like 
something is missing?

This is perfectly normal.

It means that we're finally ready to 
take the next step in our organic 
evolution. 



 Journal Page

My life so far has had many twists and turns leading me to the here and 
now. I'm grateful that I had a chance to _____________________ 
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
because now I'm beginning to think that what I real ly want is to _______ 
_____________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________



The Heroine's Journey

Maureen Murdock has written about 
the Heroine's Journey in response to 
Joseph Campbell's “The Hero With a 
Thousand Faces” (1949), which explains 
the concept of the mono-myth, a 
common narrative structure found in 
myths from around the world. 

The Hero's journey is an outward 
journey. He sets out to slay the dragon, 
find the gold, or win the prize. 

Campbell sums up the journey this 
way: “A hero ventures forth from the 
world of common day into a region of 



supernatural wonder: fabulous forces 
are there encountered and a decisive 
victory is won: the hero comes back 
from this mysterious adventure with 
the power to bestow boons on his 
fellow man.”

On the other hand, according to 
Murdock, “The Heroine's Journey” is 
turned inward.  Yes, she goes away 
and comes back victorious – but her 
journey doesn't end there. 

Her success is an illusion.

She may have gotten that promotion 
or married that prince, but something 
is still missing.



For many women this is a time of 
despair. For some it's a time of rage.

We ask ourselves “What's missing from 
my life?” and then we look around and 
see that we already have everything 
we wanted. A beautiful healthy family. 
A lovely home. A supportive spouse. 

Weren't these all the things we were 
supposed to want?

Or maybe things aren't so rosy. Maybe 
we look around and see job loss, illness, 
financial problems. 



Whatever the situation we find a 
reason to shove our personal questions 
and dissatisfaction down further.

We bury them with wine, ice cream, 
chips, and binge-watching Netflix. 

We say “yes” when we mean “no.”

We give. And then we give more.

We put ourselves last.

And finally something has to change.



The Descent

Maureen Murdoch writes about this 
period of reflection. 

This is the time when we finally take 
time to reach back to our childhood 
and remember what it was like to play. 

What did we love to do before we 
rejected play got serious about career 
and family? 

What were those creative pursuits that 
brought us joy? Crayons, notebooks, 
needles and thread? Music? Nature?
Poetry? Dance?



 Journal Page

My favorite playtime activities as a young girl were:
1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________

I can reclaim these creative outlets today by:
1. _________________________
2. _________________________
3. _________________________



According to Maureen Murdoch: “The main thing about the 
descent is to be there, to listen to the dreams, and then to follow 
the images. The experience of the descent is that it is timeless; 
you feel as if you are in a different culture, in a different 
landscape.

“Draw the images that come to you, write poetry, dance the 
images! One of my students built an extraordinary garden, 
creating a labyrinth. She honored the process in her own way. 
Others created amazing, or sometimes not amazing, art or 
music. It’s about being in a state of ritual, in a sense, a sacred 
space. Listen to your inner knowings. For many women and men 
the descent is a period of voluntary isolation.” 

She continues, ”When a person is going through a descent, it’s 
not an easy time for friends and family. Regarding the practical, 
some women take less demanding jobs during this time. Then, at 
the next stage, women remember what they were like as little 
girls. What did they like to do as little girls? To play with clay? To 
dance? To take walks in nature?” (from an interview with 
Maureen Murdock by Mary Smith - jungatlanta.com)



Journal Page

One thing I can say “no” to this week is   _________
_________________________________
When I take time to just “be” I feel ____________
_________________________________
The most supportive person I can confide in is ______
_________________________________ 
I wil l f ind at least an hour this week to “play” by ____
_________________________________



Stepping Into Your Creative Self

After you've taken all the time you need 
to just be – the time your need for self-
reflection, meditation, and play – then 
you are ready to step into the final step 
of your organic evolution. 

Now it is time to incorporate all of your 
skills, passions, artistic vision, into your 
life's work. 

For some this will mean integrating 
business and art and setting up a shop 
on Etsy.



Others might start blogging about their 
passion, gathering a tribe of online 
followers. 

Some will be led to teach or coach or 
mentor. Others might start a non-profit. 

Others finish their novel, go back to their 
musical instrument, start painting again. 

Many women use this time to learn a 
new language, take up a sport, or 
embark on a new adventure. 

Others travel.

This is a time of Rebirth.



Conclusion

As you come to understand your 
organic evolution, you'll see that you 
can draw on strengths you might not 
have realized you had. 

Whether you share your art or keep it 
private, each one of us has a wealth of 
experience to support us as we begin 
to take control of our own destiny.

I'm happy to have you along on this 
exciting journey as I continue to 
interview Ordinary Women – doing 
extraordinary things. Women 
experiencing their own organic evolution.



 Thank you for taking this mini-course.

Tweet me (@cathyshefski) any ah-ha moments you 
had during your process. I love stories. 

And email me catherine.shefski@gmail.com 
for information about upcoming e-courses and 
coaching sessions on how I can help you navigate 
YOUR Organic Evolution.
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Catherine Shefski is a writer, musician, educator and coach. She helps women navigate their own organic 
evolution. Visit catherineshefski.com for news about upcoming e-courses and coaching sessions.
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